Introduction {#Sec1}
============

RNA molecules play pivotal roles in a large and growing number of known biological functions. Initially relegated to roles in genetic information transfer, RNA species comprising as few as \~19 nucleotides (nt), or as many as \~4,700 nt or more, are now known to play roles in transcriptional regulation, metabolite and protein recognition, catalysis, maintenance of sub-cellular and viral structure, and other essential functions (Hassouna et al. [@CR31]; Doudna and Rath [@CR23]; Bartel [@CR8]; Kim [@CR38]; Brodersen and Voinnet [@CR16]; Boisvert et al. [@CR15]; Edwards et al. [@CR24]; Korostelev and Noller [@CR42]; Wakeman et al. [@CR82]; Bessonov et al. [@CR13]; Steitz [@CR78]). In addition, a significant portion of the transcribed Eukaryotic genome produces non-protein-coding RNAs, of which only a few have known biological roles (Ponting et al. [@CR66]). Current understanding at the atomic level of how RNAs function is generally limited, a problem that is compounded by the relative paucity of high-resolution structural information. To date, only \~1,300 RNA structures have been deposited in Nucleic Acid Database (NDB), whereas, more than 55,000 protein structures have been deposited in the Protein Databank (PDB). Conformational heterogeneity and a relatively uniform, negative surface charge are two significant impediments to structural studies by X-ray crystallography.

NMR is a potentially powerful tool for studying the structure and dynamics of RNA (Wüthrich [@CR84]). Unfortunately, because most RNAs contain only four types of residues, chemical shift dispersion of ^1^H, ^13^C, ^15^N and ^31^P nuclei is relatively low. Overall proton density is also much lower than that of proteins, and non-exchangeable proton density is concentrated mainly within the major grooves of A-helices. In addition, interproton distances between different secondary structure elements are typically greater than 5 Å, which limits the utility of NOE experiments for establishing overall RNA folds (Allain and Varani [@CR3]; Lukavsky and Puglisi [@CR47]). Finally, NMR assignments are critically dependent on analysis of signals for aromatic C--H groups, and ^1^H--^13^C dipolar coupling can severely limit the sensitivity and resolution of ^1^H--^13^C correlation NMR spectra obtained for these groups in larger RNAs with longer rotational correlation times. For these reasons, high-resolution NMR-based structural studies have been applied mainly to relatively small RNAs: Of the 298 RNA NMR structures that have been deposited to date in the Nucleic Acid Database, only three are comprised of 50 or more nucleotides.

The study of RNA structure has typically relied on the "divide-and-conquer" strategy, in which functional RNAs are dissected into smaller sub-domains (for examples, see: (Aboul-ela et al. [@CR1]; Amarasinghe et al. [@CR4]; Spriggs et al. [@CR76]). Unfortunately, the isolated sub-domains typically lack function, and it is not always clear that their folding matches the folding that occurs in the context of the intact RNA. In fact, examples have emerged in which the isolated and intact structures differ significantly (Abramovitz and Pyle [@CR2]). Structures of small RNAs can also be susceptible to crystal packing effects (Shah and Brunger [@CR73]).

Nucleotide specific ^13^C, ^15^N, and ^2^H isotope labeling was introduced in the early 90 s as a means of overcoming signal degeneracy problems (Batey et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]; Nikonowicz and Pardi [@CR58]; Michnicka et al. [@CR53]; Kim et al. [@CR39]). More recently, segmental labeling approaches have been developed for studying sub-domain structure in the context of intact, functional RNAs (Xu and Crothers [@CR86]; Kim et al. [@CR40]; Lukavsky et al. [@CR48]). This strategy should work well for RNAs with subdomains that have relatively short rotational correlation times, and could be applicable to RNAs with longer rotational correlation times using appropriate TROSY-based NMR experiments (Pervushin et al. [@CR62]; Riek et al. [@CR70]; Fiala et al. [@CR25]). This review outlines the methods that have been developed for the preparation and purification of milligram quantities of isotopically-labeled RNAs, as well as the NMR assignment strategies that could eventually allow high resolution structure determination of RNA subdomains within very large (\>700 nt) RNAs.

RNA synthesis {#Sec2}
=============

Chemical synthesis {#Sec3}
------------------

Chemical synthesis of RNA became commercially feasible in the late 80's with the development of efficient ribose 2′-hydroxyl protecting groups (Usman et al. [@CR81]; Scaringe et al. [@CR71]). Although modified NTPs can readily be incorporated into specific positions, low coupling efficiencies limit this approach to relatively small RNAs. At present, chemical synthesis is practical for RNAs comprising fewer than \~55 nt. Site-specific labeling of even these relatively small RNAs could be extremely useful for incorporation into larger RNAs by enzymatic ligation (see below). Unfortunately, isotopically-labeled phosphoramidites for RNA synthesis are not commercially available.

Enzymatic synthesis using T7 RNA polymerase {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------

RNAs for NMR-based structure determination are now commonly prepared by in vitro transcription using the T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP) enzyme. Milligram quantities of RNAs ranging in length from 10 to 30,000 nt can be prepared, and it is straightforward to incorporate commercially available ^13^C-, ^15^N-, and ^2^H-isotopically labeled nucleotides (Milligan and Uhlenbeck [@CR54]; Pokrovskaya and Gurevich [@CR65]). T7 RNAP is highly specific for its own promoters and exhibits no affinity for the closely related T3 promoters. The error frequency in transcripts for wild type T7 RNA polymerase is as low as 6 × 10^−5^.

Although T7 RNAP-dependent in vitro transcription is currently the most popular and widely used method for preparing RNAs, the approach does have some drawbacks. First, to achieve the best yields, the most commonly used T7 class III promoter requires guanosine at the first and second positions of the sequence. As such, non-native 5′-guanosines sometimes must be added to the RNA sequence of interest. Similarly, the T7 Φ2.5 class II promoter requires a 5′-AG sequence for efficient transcription. These 5′-sequence requirements can be overcome by engineering the appropriate 5′-GG (or 5′-AG) start sequence into a hammerhead (HH) ribozyme sequence, which itself is appended to the 5′ end of the fully native target RNA sequence (discussed further below).

A second drawback is that T7 RNAP often adds one or more non-templated nucleotides (typically Cs) to the 3′-terminus of the product RNA (Milligan et al. [@CR55]; Milligan and Uhlenbeck [@CR54]; Pokrovskaya and Gurevich [@CR65]). Although 3′-heterogeneity is not a significant problem for most structural studies, it can be a major problem if the RNA is to be ligated to the 5′-end of a second RNA molecule. 5′-end heterogeneity can also be a problem for transcripts that have more than 3 consecutive 5'-guanosines (Pleiss et al. [@CR64]), or for constructs with other 5′-terminal sequences such as 5′-CACUGU, 5′-CAGAGA or 5′-GAAAAA (Helm et al. [@CR32]). 5′-end heterogeneity does not appear to be a problem when using the T7 Φ2.5 class II promoter.

Control of 5′-end homogeneity {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

The efficient way to produce RNA transcripts with uniform 5′-ends is to construct a DNA template with a self-cleaving hammerhead sequence immediately upstream of the RNA sequence of interest. The HH ribozyme is a relatively small structural element ( \~50 nt) that catalyzes phosphodiester bond hydrolysis specifically at its 3′-GUC sequence. The HH ribozyme folds into the catalytically active structure immediately upon transcription and self-cleaves in the presence of Mg^2+^. The desired RNA product contains a 5′ hydroxyl group which, as discussed below, can be beneficial for subsequent ligation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) (Birikh et al. [@CR14]). Another advantage of using a 5′ hammerhead cassette is that the optimized transcription start sequence (e.g., 5′-GG for the T7 class III promoter) can be incorporated into the ribozyme sequence, rather than the RNA of interest.Fig. 1Method used to produce RNA with homogeneous 5′ and 3′ ends. **a** Hammerhead (*HH*) cleavage produces homogeneous 5′-end; **b** HDV/HH ribozyme, RNase P cleavage or 2′-O-Me of the last two nucleotides on the DNA template can produce 3′-homogeneous ends. **c** RNase H cleavage of the transcribed RNA can produce both homogeneous 5′ and 3′ ends at the cleaving point. For details see Hartmann et al. ([@CR30])

Control of 3′ end homogeneity {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

Several methods are presently available for controlling 3′ end homogeneity. For smaller RNAs (\<60 nt) that can be generated from synthetic templates, non-templated 3′ nucleotide addition can be inhibited by incorporating two 2′-*O*-methoxyribose-modified nucleotides (commercially available) at the 5′-end of the template strand (Kao et al. [@CR37]) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). For larger RNAs, the DNA template can be modified such that it encodes for a HH ribozyme at the 3′-end of the RNA of interest. However, HH ribozymes preferentially cleave at sites that contain a 3′-GUC sequence, and this would restrict sequence options for the 3′-end of the desired RNA.

The Hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme has no such sequence requirements and can be used to control 3′ end homogeneity of any RNA sequence of interest. The HDV ribozyme is active during transcription in the presence of Mg^2+^. The product RNA contains a 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate at its 3′ end (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), which can be advantageous for controlling subsequent ligation reactions (see below). A frequently observed problem is that the upstream RNA sequence can interfere with the proper folding of the HDV ribozyme, leading to poor cleavage efficiency. This problem can sometimes be overcome by cycling the temperature to refold the RNA, which allows the ribozyme domain to adopt the active structure (at least transiently) for self-cleavage. HDV cleavage efficiency can also be improved by addition of Ca^2+^ (rather than Mg^2+^) as a cofactor (Cerrone-Szakal et al. [@CR17]). An additional approach we have used is to redesign the HDV ribozyme so that it does not form secondary structures with the appended RNA of interest, based on MFOLD predictions (Zuker [@CR87]).

The RNase P ribozyme can also be employed to control 3′-end homogeneity. In this approach, a tRNA sequence is appended to the 3′-end of the desired RNA sequence. RNase P recognizes and cleaves the 5′-end of the tRNA, affording the product RNA of interest. Like HDV, RNase P does not have specific sequence requirements for residues upstream of the cleavage site. The major advantage of this method over HDV-dependent cleavage is that there is generally no folding inference, due to the fact that tRNAs adopt highly stable, autonomous structures. The product RNAs contain 3′-hydroxyl termini (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), in contrast to the 2′, 3′-cyclic phosphates generated by HDV and HH cleavage, which is suitable for many downstream applications.

Control of both 5′ and 3′ end homogeneity {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------

RNase H can recognize and bind to DNA/RNA hybrid duplexes and cleave the backbone of the RNA, leaving a 5′-phosphate and 3′-hydroxyl group (Berkower and Leis [@CR12]) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). This enzyme can therefore be used to control homogeneity at both the 5′ and 3′ ends of the target RNA. When the target RNA and an oligonucleotide containing a short stretch of DNA flanked by 2′-*O*-Me RNA sequences form a hybrid duplex (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c), the site of cleavage is specific but apparently dependent on the commercial source of the RNase H (Inoue et al. [@CR35]; Hartmann et al. [@CR30]). RNase H can be used to remove non-native 5′-elements that contain optimized T7 transcription start sites (Lapham and Crothers [@CR45]).

RNA purification methods {#Sec8}
------------------------

Purification of large quantities of RNAs is typically achieved by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE; 13 by 16.5′′ gel box size) (Wyatt et al. [@CR85]). This is a robust method that works well for a wide range of RNA sizes. Nucleotide-level resolution can typically be achieved for RNAs of up to \~30 residues. This method can be laborious, and often requires the use of several gels per NMR sample. The standard procedure includes an initial ethanol precipitation step, which in our hands often leads to the formation of insoluble RNA aggregates. We typically skip this step, and directly add the transcription reaction mixture to the gel. For RNAs that contain self-complementary dimerization elements, best results have been obtained by running the gels in a warm environment (e.g., at \~50°C in a small enclosed area with a space heater). This is necessary because RNA fragments resulting from aborted synthesis can associate with the full-length construct of interest if both contain the self-complementary dimerization sequence. Ion-pair reversed-phase HPLC and anion-exchange HPLC have also been employed to purify RNA under denaturing conditions (Anderson et al. [@CR5]; Shields et al. [@CR74]; Azarani and Hecker [@CR6]). These approaches are much less laborious and time-consuming, but the best results have been achieved when applied to relatively small RNAs. Of course, purification under denaturing conditions requires desalting and refolding of the RNA prior to structural studies.

Several additional chromatographic methods have been developed for purifying RNA under non-denaturing conditions, including size exclusion (Lukavsky and Puglisi [@CR46]; Kim et al. [@CR41]; McKenna et al. [@CR52]), DNA-affinity (Cheong et al. [@CR18]), and protein-affinity (Crowe et al. [@CR19]; Batey and Kieft [@CR9]) column chromatography (for a recent review see (Dayie [@CR22])). An affinity-tag based purification procedure was also developed recently, in which protein-RNA interactions immobilize RNAs carrying both a modified HDV sequence and a 3′-affinity tag (Batey and Kieft [@CR9]). After the immobilization, the target RNA is cleaved by the addition of imidazole, which activates the modified ribozyme. This purification approach also affords product RNAs with homogeneous 3′-ends.

Isotope labeling strategies {#Sec9}
===========================

Residue-specific isotopic labeling has greatly facilitated structural studies of large proteins and protein assemblies by reducing NMR spectral complexity and unfavorable relaxation behavior (Fiaux et al. [@CR26]; Sprangers and Kay [@CR75]). Proteins enriched with ^2^H, ^15^N and/or ^13^C can be directly prepared in *E. Coli* by commercially available materials (Sprangers and Kay [@CR75]), and site-specifically labeled proteins can be synthesized by cell-free methods (Kainosho et al. [@CR36]). A variety of site-specifically deuterated and isotopically labeled amino acids are currently available for amino acid-specific labeling. In comparison, relatively few reagents are commercially available for the preparation of isotopically labeled RNAs. Until very recently, it has only been possible to obtain uniformly enriched rNTPs (^13^C, ^15^N, ^13^C/^15^N, or ^2^H) from commercial sources (and at considerable expense).

Ribose labeling {#Sec10}
---------------

Ribonucleotide triphosphates that contain ^2^H and/or ^2^H, ^13^C specifically labeled ribose moieties can be prepared enzymatically, but the process is laborious and requires more than a dozen enzymatic reactions (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) (Scott et al. [@CR72]). Procedures have been developed by Williamson and co-workers to prepare variety of combinations of site-specifically deuterated and/or ^13^C-enriched NTPs that can subsequently be used for in vitro transcription (Scott et al. [@CR72]). Incorporation of rNTPs with selectively deuterated ribose groups led to dramatic simplification of NMR spectra obtained for a 30 KD (86 nt) GGAA tetra loop receptor complex (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and enabled its structure determination (Davis et al. [@CR21]).Fig. 2Reaction scheme for the enzymatic conversion of glucose to the four NTPs used to make RNA. Glucose and all intermediates are shown in boldface type, and enzymes denoted in italics. Reprinted with permission from Scott et al. ([@CR72])Fig. 3Relief of spectral crowding by site-specific deuteration. **a** Secondary structure of a 30 KDa GAAA tetra loop--receptor RNA. The helical regions are shown in *black*, the tetra loop is shown in *red* and the receptor is in *green*. **b**, **c**: portions of the 2D NOESY spectra obtained for the fully-protonated **b** and selectively deuterated **c** tetra loop receptor RNA. Reprinted, with permission, from Davis et al. ([@CR21])

Perdeutarated NTPs {#Sec11}
------------------

Perdeutarated NTPs are commercially available and can be used in combination with protonated NTPs to enzymatically synthesize RNAs in which specific types of nucleotides are protonated (with the remainder being partially or fully deuterated). The main advantage of this approach is that it allows spectral editing without the significant signal broadening associated with ^13^C incorporation. In fact, ^1^H NMR signals of partially deuterated samples are typically narrower than those observed for fully protonated samples, due to limited ^1^H--^1^H spin diffusion. Sequential nucleotides of a given type can be readily assigned via the standard sequential walk strategy (Wüthrich [@CR84]). A significant disadvantage is that samples containing more than one type of protonated NTP may be required in order to make sequential signal assignments for adjacent residues of different types. Fortunately, the C8--^2^H deuterons can be exchanged with protons, providing a convenient means of assigning fully protonated nucleotides that are adjacent to C8-protonated, ribose-deuterated purines (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This approach, combined with traditional 3D and 4D ^13^C-edited NOESY experiments, were used to complete the NMR signal assignment and structure determination of a 101-nt viral RNA encapsidation signal (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) (D'Souza et al. [@CR20]). Studies of a 30-kDa GAAA tetraloop-receptor complex (Davis et al. [@CR21]) required more sensitive two-dimensional filtered/edited NOESY experiments developed by Feigon and co-workers (Peterson et al. [@CR63]), but even with these experiments many signals were broadened beyond detection.Fig. 4Simplification of the 2D NOESY spectrum obtained for nucleotide-specific protonated, ^2^H-labeled RNA. **a** Secondary structure of the 101-nt core encapsidation signal of the Moloneymurine leukemia virus. **b** Portion of the 2D NOESY spectrum of the G-protonated, C,U,A-perdeuterated RNA. Breakthrough peaks from a small amount of A-H8 substitution facilitated assignment of the NMR signals. Reprinted, with permission, from D'Souza et al. ([@CR20])

H8 enrichment of perdeuterated purines {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------

Perdeuterated purine rNTPs that are presently available from commercial sources typically contain a low to modest levels of protonation at the C8 position (ca. 5--30%). As indicated above, specific protonation at this site can greatly facilitate assignment and analysis of 2D NOESY spectra obtained for partially deuterated RNAs, and a greater level of protonation at this site can be advantageous. It is well known that purine H8 protons readily exchange with deuterium under basic conditions (Rabi and Fox [@CR69]; Goodman [@CR28]). Triethylamine (TEA) is a suitable reagent for promoting ^1^H/^2^H exchange at the C8 position because of its ease of handling (Huang et al. [@CR34]). TEA is volatile and can be removed after ^1^H/^2^H exchange simply by lyophilization. In our laboratory, commercially obtained, perdeuterated GTP and ATP are incubated with 1--5 equivalent TEA in water at 60°C for 24 h and for 5 days, respectively, which results in essentially complete exchange of D8 to H8 in both rNTPs with minimal to no rNTP hydrolysis or degradation.

2D NOESY spectra obtained for a 132 nucleotide dimeric RNA prepared with and without nucleotide-specific deuteration are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. The fingerprint region of the fully protonated sample exhibited extreme signal overlap and was unassignable. However, well-resolved and assignable signals were observed for a sample prepared with fully perdeuterated rCTP and rUTP, H8-exchanged/perdeuterated rATP, and fully protonated rGTP (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). Although this approach facilitated assignment of the purine H8 and H1′ signals, assignment of the pyrimidine aromatic signals was problematic due to the large intrinsic linewidths of the H5 and H6 proton signals and the associated signal overlap.Fig. 5H8 enrichment of perdeuterated purines simplifies the NMR spectrum and enables assignment of larger RNAs. **a** Predicted secondary structure of stem loops *C* and *D* of the Moloneymurine leukemia virus 5′-UTR. **b** 2D NOESY spectrum of the fully protonated SL-CD dimer. **c** 2D NOESY spectrum of the SL-CD dimer synthesized using fully-protonated GTP, H8-protonated, perdeuterated ATP, perdeuterated CTP and perdeuterated UTP. *Black* and *red lines* denote inter-guanosine and adenosine-to guanosine-H1′ connectivities, respectively (Miyazaki and Summers, unpublished)

H6 and H5 enrichment of perdeuterated pyrimidines {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------

For larger RNAs, the ^1^H NMR signals of the H5 and H6 aromatic protons can be broadened due to ^1^H--^1^H dipolar coupling. Three-bond ^1^H--^1^H scalar coupling also contributes to the apparent linewidths of these protons, and it would be advantageous to use samples in which the C5 or C6 protons were selectively substituted by ^2^H. Unfortunately, procedures have not been reported for specifically substituting the H5 or H6 protons of rNTPs by deuterium. Procedures have been reported for specific C5 or C6 deuterium substitutions with pyrimidine 5′-monophosphates (Cullis et al. [@CR88]; Rabi and Fox [@CR69]). H5 substitution by deuterium was reportedly achieved at \~90% levels, and H6 substitution was achieved at 65--75% levels (Huang et al. [@CR34]). In preliminary experiments, our laboratory has had difficulties achieving these levels of deuterium exchange without significant concomitant sample degradation. Preparation of selectively C6-protonated/perdeuterated rNTPs would require several steps, including hydrolysis of commercially available, perdeuterated nucleotides, ^1^H/^2^H exchange, removal of degradation contaminants, and re-phosphorylation. The field would clearly benefit by the commercial availability of perdeuterated, C6-protonated (or protonated, C5-deuterated) pyrimidine triphosphate ribonucleotide. Some of these desired rNTPs may soon be available from commercial sources.

Segmental labeling strategies {#Sec14}
=============================

One method for overcoming signal overlap problems associated with larger RNAs involves chemically ligating a small, isotopically labeled RNA fragment to a larger, unlabeled (or differentially labeled) fragment. Segmental ligation has been most commonly performed using either T4 DNA ligase or T4 RNA ligase, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. Deoxyribozymes that catalyze RNA ligation with high efficiencies and turnover rates have also been developed recently.

T4 DNA ligase {#Sec15}
-------------

Moore and Sharp first used T4 DNA ligase to link two RNA strands (Moore and Sharp [@CR56]). T4 DNA ligase requires a DNA splint or cDNA template to align and hold the RNA fragments together (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). The RNA fragments to be ligated need to have correct termini at the junction site (3′-OH and 5′-monophosphate). Xu et al. used T4 DNA ligase to synthesize two different segmentally ^15^N labeled samples (Xu and Crothers [@CR86]) corresponding to the 5′ half of *Caenorhabditis elegans* spliced leader RNA. They first prepared two full-length RNAs by in vitro transcription: one that was fully labeled and one that was unlabeled. RNase H was then used to cleave both RNAs into two fragments, both of which contained homogeneous ends at the cleavage site. The cleaved 5′-fragment of the unlabeled RNA was ligated to the cleaved 3′ fragment of the labeled RNA using T4 DNA ligase (yield \~18--54%). Comparison of the 2D ^1^H--^15^N HSQC spectra obtained for the uniformly labeled and segmentally labeled samples enabled the investigators to unambiguously distinguish between two competing secondary structure models.Fig. 6Commonly used methods for large-scale RNA ligation. a DNA ligase mediated ligation. **b** RNA ligase mediated ligation. **c** Deoxyribozyme mediated RNA ligation. RNA ligase mediated ligation can occur with or without DNA splint templating. **c** is reproduced from Purtha et al. ([@CR67]) with permission

Although DNA ligase has been widely used to incorporate radioactive groups, nucleotide analogs, and crosslinking groups at specific sites (Query et al. [@CR68]; Gozani et al. [@CR29]; Pasman and Garcia-Blanco [@CR61]; Maroney et al. [@CR51]; Frilander and Steitz [@CR27]), the ligation yield is relatively low and the reaction is slow. As such, this approach is not always ideal for preparing quantities of RNAs needed for structural analysis. In addition, the intrinsic secondary structures of the DNA splint and the RNA fragments to be ligated can interfere with hybridization, resulting in reduced ligation efficiencies. The DNA splint length can also affect the ligation yield (Kurschat et al. [@CR44]).

T4 RNA ligase {#Sec16}
-------------

T4 RNA ligase can also be used to ligate isotopically labeled and unlabeled RNA fragments. Like DNA ligase, T4 RNA ligase requires a 5′-monophosphate on the donor fragment and a 3′-hydroxyl group on the acceptor element. Unlike DNA ligase, RNA ligase can ligate single stranded nucleotides at the junction site. (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b) It can work effectively both in a templated (Bain and Switzer [@CR7]) and non-templated fashion. For templated ligation, the single-stranded RNA acceptor and donor are brought in close proximity using a DNA template (also called a splint) or tRNA (Wittenberg and Uhlenbeck [@CR83]; Ohtsuki et al. [@CR59]; Ohtsuki et al. [@CR60]; Kim et al. [@CR40]). The template is designed such that it does not base pair with residues near the penultimate nucleotides that are to be ligated (typically 2--6 residues on both the donor and acceptor strands). Ligation efficiency is reduced when the ultimate and penultimate nucleotides of the acceptor molecule are pyrimidines (Wittenberg and Uhlenbeck [@CR83]).

Several groups have used T4 RNA ligase for non-templated ligation. Watanabe and co-workers prepared nematode mitochondrial tRNA^Met^ constructs containing one or two isotopically labeled nucleotides. Labeling was achieved by ligating labeled nucleotides to one RNA segment, then appending a second RNA strand (Ohtsuki et al. [@CR59], [@CR60]). The un-reacted substrate from the first ligation step was oxidized with periodate to avoid a purification step (Kurata et al. [@CR43]). Based on NMR data obtained for these specifically-labeled samples, a tertiary structural model for the tRNA could be constructed (Ohtsuki et al. [@CR59], [@CR60]).

Puglisi and co-workers used T4 RNA ligase to segmentally label a 100 kDa IRES RNA (Kim et al. [@CR40]). A simple one step reaction was used to prepare the RNA fragments for ligation. For the acceptor, a hammerhead ribozyme was attached to the 5′ without the need to treat with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase to dephosphate. For the donor, they attached a 3′-hammerhead sequence, which leaves a 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate after cleavage, and blocks the 3′ terminus from self-ligation. GMP was used to prime the transcription reaction for the donor fragment in order to obtain the appropriate 5′-monophosphate. The acceptor and donor RNAs were then ligated into a 100 kDa RNA by T4 RNA ligase, with ligation yields of up to \~50%. NMR data obtained for the ligated construct indicated that domain II of the IRES forms an independent structure that does not interact with other parts of IRES (Kim et al. [@CR40]).

Lukavsky and co-workers developed a more convenient ligation strategy, in which the donor and acceptor RNA fragments are obtained from a single template (Lukavsky and Puglisi [@CR47]; Tzakos et al. [@CR79], [@CR80]). In the plasmid template, a T7 promoter sequence is followed by a donor sequence and a 3′-hammerhead ribozyme (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The 3′ ribozyme is connected to a 5′ ribozyme sequence *via* a short, flexible linker. The reaction is primed with GMP, and the primary transcript is excised by the HH ribozymes to yield the desired donor fragment with 5′-monophosphate and 3′-cyclic phosphate. The acceptor fragment contains hydroxyl groups on both termini. With this strategy, four ligation fragments (two enriched with ^15^N and two with ^13^C) can be obtained from only two transcription reactions. The method was used to prepare segmentally labeled samples of a 25 kDa brain cytoplasmic RNA. A potential concern with this approach is that it does not provide a means of controlling 3′-terminus run-off transcription, and non-native nucleotides could therefore be incorporated into the middle of the full length RNA.Fig. 7Scheme for preparation of segmentally labeled RNAs from a single template. (**a**) Plasmid template, in which the 3′-hammerhead (*HH*) and 5′-HH were engineered into the donor and acceptor RNAs respectively. (**b**--**d**): Representative aromatic regions of ^1^H,^13^C-TROSY spectra of BC1 DTE RNA recorded with (**b**) a uniformly 13C-/15 N-labeled sample, (**c**) a ^13^C-SI,^15^N-SII segmentally labeled sample and (**d**) a ^15^N-SI,^13^C-SII segmentally labeled sample. Reproduced from Tzakos et al. ([@CR80]) with permission

Our group has used T4 RNA ligase to prepare the segmentally labeled HIV-1 5′-UTR. A HDV ribosome sequence was designed into the 3′-ends of the acceptor and donor fragments to control the homogeneity and prevent self-ligation. Following HDV cleavage, the acceptor 3′-cyclic phosphate was removed using T4 polynucleotide kinase. The ligation yield of using this approach (without a splint) exceeded 95%. High quality ^1^H,^13^C-correlated HMQC spectra were obtained for the 712 nucleotide dimeric 5′-UTR (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}), showing clearly that signal assignments and structural studies should be feasible for very large RNAs with appropriate internal dynamics (unpublished results).Fig. 8Representative ^1^H--^13^C HMQC NMR spectrum obtained for the AUG region of the intact, 712 nt dimeric HIV-1 5′-UTR. **a** One of several predicted secondary structures of HIV-1~NL4-3~ 5′-UTR; DIS, dimer initiation site; SD, major splice donor site; AUG, (*green*, *bold*), *gag* start codon. ^13^C-labeled residues are shown in green. **b**^1^H--^13^C HMQC spectrum obtained for the dimeric HIV-1 5′-UTR at low ionic strength (10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.0) (Lu and Summers, unpublished)

Deoxyribozyme-catalyzed synthesis of 3′-5′ RNA linkages {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------------

DNA and RNA ligases do not always provide acceptable yields, and deoxyribozymes have been developed as a potentially attractive alternative for RNA ligation. Deoxyribozymes are DNA enzymes that typically catalyze reactions involving nucleic acid substrates (Höbartner and Silverman [@CR33]). Silverman and co-workers engineered two RNA ligase deoxyribozymes that generate 3′-5′ linkages rapidly and in high yield (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c) (Purtha et al. [@CR67]). The deoxyribozyme has modest sequence requirements for the RNA substrates, and the 5′- end of the donor does not require to be monophosphate.

Three fragment RNA ligation {#Sec18}
---------------------------

Rader and coworkers found that the DNA splint normally used for DNA ligase can significantly improve the catalytic efficiency of T4 RNA ligase-mediated RNA ligation (Stark et al. [@CR77]). A 128 nt ligated RNA was generated from three RNA fragments using a single template with yields as high as 70--80% (5 min reaction time). All three fragments were generated by chemical synthesis, so end heterogeneity was not an issue. Also, because the DNA splint brings the appropriate 5′- and 3′- ends into close proximity, self-ligation was not a significant problem. In addition, the RNA ligase did not exhibit sequence specificity for the ligating substrates. Similar yields were obtained for a two-step ligation procedure, in which two of the fragments were ligated first, followed by ligation of the third fragment.

Wijmenga and co-workers also demonstrated that isotopically labeled uridine can be incorporated into the central position of the 20 kDa є-RNA of Duck Hepatitis B virus via three fragment RNA ligation (Nelissen et al. [@CR57]). The optimal ligation site was chosen based on the DINAMelt (Markham and Zuker [@CR49]; Markham and Zuker [@CR50]) predicted tendency of the 3′- and 5′-ends of the isolated fragments to remain unstructured prior to ligation. Two protocols were evaluated: a two-step protocol that uses T4 DNA ligase and RNA ligase 1, and a one-pot protocol, that uses T4 RNA ligase 1 only. The one-pot protocol gave somewhat lower yields and more side products. This method allowed direct observation of a specific imino proton in the 20 kD aligated RNA (Nelissen et al. [@CR57]).

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

Although the field of RNA structural biology has not kept pace with that of proteins, recent advances in nucleic acid molecular biology, coupled with the development of new NMR methodologies, should significantly facilitate future productivity. Computational tools and reagents for the design, synthesis and ligation of RNA fragments are convenient to use and cost-efficient. New approaches for assigning NMR spectra and for determining RNA structure and dynamics that have been developed over the past two decades are capable of providing mechanistic insights that cannot be obtained by other methods. The stage appears to be nearly set for answering some of the major questions in the expanding field of RNA biology.

A significant limitation to studies of larger RNAs by NMR is that the variety of commercially available, isotopically labeled rNTPs is limited, and those that can be purchased are relatively expensive. Aside from reducing the costs, the most immediate need is for pyrimidine rNTPs that are either selectively protonated at C6 and perdeuterated at all (or most) other non-exchangeable C--H sites, or selectively deuterated at C5 and protonated at all (or most) other sites. Such reagents would complement the C8-protonated purine rNTPs that can readily be generated from commercial, perdeuterated rNTPs. A second major need is for commercially available, isotopically labeled ribonucleotide phosophoramidites that could be used to chemically synthesize relatively short RNAs with labels at specific positions. Such fragments could then be enzymatically ligated with larger fragments to allow direct observation of specific nucleotides of interest under native-like (functionally active) conditions.
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